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Is the 2020 election the 'manufacturing election'? Back in February, data intelligence company 
Morning Consult deemed this year’s election as such based on research that showed more than 
three-quarters of registered U.S. voters believed manufacturing was an important factor when 
casting their vote.
 
Fast forward to October, and despite the myriad of public health issues and market disruptions 
caused by COVID-19, it’s a safe bet to say that manufacturing remains an important issue for many 
voters when they go to the polls on November 3. This is because at a time of continued economic 
uncertainty, manufacturing plays a key role in things like job growth, which despite showing 
improvements as of late, remains below pre-pandemic levels. 
 
This prompts the question: What is the state of manufacturing heading into the election? Let’s look 
at the Purchasing Managers’ Index from the Institute for Supply Management, one of the leading 
indicators for U.S. manufacturing. While September’s PMI reading of 55.4% was a bit lower than 
August (56.0%), it does continue the pattern of four consecutive months above 50% (the 
benchmark reading for economic growth).

 

First Cut

The Manufacturing Election?

Roughly 76% of respondents to a recent Ryerson 
customer survey are concerned about what the 

upcoming election could mean for their business. 
 

Click here for a full report of the results.

Now take a broader view. According to 
ISM, a PMI reading above 42.8% over a 
period of time generally indicates an 
expansion of the overall economy. Over the 
past 12 months, the PMI has averaged a 
reading of 49.0%. 
 
That average includes two very paltry 
readings at the onset of COVID-19 in the 
U.S. in April (41.5) and May (43.1). In fact, 
when removing those two months, the 
average jumps to 51.2.
 
 Whether or not you believe these numbers to be supportive of economic and manufacturing expansion 

going forward is subjective. But it’s another piece of information to take with you to the polls in November.
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Labor Market

76%
U.S. Elections
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Steel tariffs

49.0
The U.S. ISM Purchasing Managers' Index has 

averaged 49.0 thus far in 2020, just a tick under the 
benchmark reading for economic growth (50)

https://www.ryerson.com/resource/the-gauge/the-metal-perspective


U.S. GDP (%) 33.82 28.88 2.11

Durable Goods Orders (US $
million)

233,187 231,914 244,018

PMI (index value) 55.4 56.0 48.2

Crude Oil (US $/barrel) 40.2 42.6 54.1

U.S. Auto Sales (millions of
units)

15.2 14.5 17.0

Latest
Period

Prior
Period

Change Prior
Year

YoY
Change

 
Sources: Atlanta Fed, U.S. Census Bureau, The Institute for Supply Management, Bloomberg

By the Numbers

It took Cleveland Cliffs roughly eight months transform itself from 
simply being a supplier of iron ore to becoming the largest flat-rolled 
steel producer in the country. This is the result of two acquisitions this 
year, the latest being that of steel and mining company ArcelorMittal 
USA. This follows its acquisition of carbon flat roll and stainless steel 
supplier AK Steel back in March.
 
Both acquired companies are integrated mills, producing carbon flat 
roll from iron ore, which is provided by Cleveland Cliffs. What this 
does is consolidate the supply chain for major consumers of carbon 
flat roll. 
 
This could be a significant development for industries like automotive 
at a time when U.S. auto sales are beginning to come back to life. 
Third quarter numbers from automakers and analysts show a 9.7% 
drop from the year-ago levels. However, when compared with the 
31% decline experienced in the second quarter from year ago levels, 
you begin to see optimism emerge. 
 
In fact, many analysts are looking at this number as a positive sign 
that the automotive industry could be driving back to pre COVID-19 
production levels.
 
That could ultimately mean more demand for carbon flat roll from 
major automakers. And as stated in previous editions of the Market 
Report, more demand for carbon in automotive tends to have a 
positive effect on the market in general. 
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Carbon
Hot rolled: 5-7 weeks
Cold rolled: 6-8 weeks
Coated: 10-12weeks

Plate: 3-4 weeks

Stainless Steel:
CR: 4-6 weeks

CMP: 4-5 weeks
PMP: 4-12 weeks
Long: 7-10 weeks

Lead Times:

Material Movers

Aluminum:
Domestic sheet: 8-18 weeks
Domestic plate: 8-13 weeks

Off-shore sheet/plate: 15-22 weeks
Extrusions: 3-20 weeks

A Short Squeeze on Carbon Sheet?

The market for carbon steel remains extremely tight, with pricing momentum continuing to the upside. 
As reported in the September Market Report, heading into July, spot market prices for hot-rolled steel 
hovered around their lowest levels in years, at around $400/short ton. Prices on carbon sheet have 
jumped roughly 40-50% since that level—in the mid $600s/short ton as of mid-October.

Ruling on Imports of Common Alloy Aluminum Sheet

The U.S. Department of Commerce announced its preliminary determinations that imports of common 
alloy aluminum sheet from 18 countries are being sold at less than fair value (i.e., “dumped”) in the 
United States. 
 
As a result, the agency is expected to instruct U.S. Customs and Border Protection to require U.S. 
importers of common alloy aluminum sheet from Bahrain, Brazil, Croatia, Egypt, Germany, Greece, 
India, Indonesia, Italy, Korea, Oman, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Taiwan, and 
Turkey to deposit estimated antidumping duties at the time of importation.
 
 A Peak Factor for Nickel

Nickel prices peaked in September at $7.10/lb. before retreating to around $6.50 this month. This 
put an increase in place for October surcharges, but a potential decrease of 3 cents for 304 
stainless surcharges for November. 
 
Growing strength in the U.S. Dollar and the fact that Chinese production of 300 series stainless has 
resumed its strong pace are two factors that continue to influence the price of nickel. Another factor 
is Ni Pig Iron, which continues to grow as a key part of the global supply chain for stainless. 
 



LME Aluminum 0.8006 0.8165 0.7809

Midwest Aluminum
Premium

0.1414 0.1498 0.1783

Midwest Aluminum Ingot 0.942 0.9663 0.9591

Latest
Period

Prior
Period

Change Prior
Year

YoY
change

Busheling Scrap 305 280 225

Iron Ore 120.2 125.8 93.0

Capacity
Utilization

66.1 61.7 78.4

Latest
Period

Prior
Period

Change Prior
Year

YoY
change

For daily updates, check out the 'What's 
Trending' page on The Gauge. 

 
Sources: LME, CME, Calculated

 
Sources: Bloomberg, CME, American Iron & Steel Institute

Aluminum

Carbon

LME Nickel 6.5848 6.9704 7.7337

304
Surcharge

0.6802 0.623 0.7698

316
Surcharge

0.9001 0.811 1.0581

Latest
Period

Prior
Period

Change Prior
Year

YoY
changeStainless

Sources: LME, NAS

https://www.ryerson.com/resource/the-gauge/whats-trending

